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BASIC
The iconic heart of Kipling remains an unstoppable success. A casual & cool collection of universal individuality, which offers all the essentials for the 
way women live today. Basic is all about easy functionalitly, fashionable colors and sporty casual style.

This season again brings lots of newness with a view to the market trends: complementary new bags, accessories, and a range of practical  
totes and new luggage.
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basic / accessories 
holiday ‘10

NEW MONEY
3.75” x 5” x 1” in 
medium wallet 
$28  AC2399

BROWNIE
7.5” x 3.75” x 1” in 
large wallet 
$34  AC2378

PIXI
5.75” x 4.25” x 1.25” in 
medium wallet 
$34  AC3710
 

FREEDOM 
8.75” x 2.5” x 2.5” in 
pen case
$24  AC2397

CREATIVITY
7” x 4.25” x 1”in 
small purse
$26  AC2084

CLARE
4.75” x 3.25” x 1.25” in 
card holder 
$24  AC2899

EL DORADO
6” x 7.75” x 0.75” in 
small shoulder bag
(crossbody) 
$44  AC2304
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basic / misc. accessories 
holiday ‘10

TURN
5.25” x 3.75” x ” 2.75 in 
small crossbody 
$38 AC4160

SVEN
2” x 5” x 1” in
monkey keychain
$9  AC2096

BABY MONKEY CLIP
2” x 5” x 1” in
small sven and baby monkey keychain 
$9  AC3693



MOLDE
16.75” x 13.75” x 6.75” in
medium tote
$74 HB3715

ANAKA
15.25” x 13” x  5.25” in 
medium crossbody
$78  HB2086

DEFEA
13” x 9.5” x 7.5” in 
medium handbag with
removable shoulder strap 
$84  HB3170

FAIRFAX M
12.25” x 8.5” x 5.75” in 
medium shoulder bag  
with removable shoulder strap 
$78  HB3711

NEW RITA
13” x 8.5” x 6.25” in 
medium handbag with  
removable shoulder strap 
$74  HB3265

basic / handbags & shoulder bags
holiday ‘10

ALVAR XS
6.25” x 6.75” x 1.5” in 
small shoulder bag
(crossbody)
$40 HB3713

KEEFE
8.75” x 7.75” x 5” in 
medium crossbody
$58 HB2915 (solid)

ALVAR
13” x 10.25” x 1.75” in 
shoulder bag 
(crossbody)
$68  HB4061
 

LANCELOT
9.5” x 11.25” x 3.75” in 
small flap bag
(crossbody)
$64  HB2029

JARITA
15” x 8.25” x 7.75” in 
large shoulder bag with
adjustable strap 
$80  HB2898
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basic / totes / messengers/digibags
holiday ‘10

MADHOUSE
14.5” x 11.75” x 4.25” in 
expandable shoulder bag/
messenger
$84  TM2133

HOVER
15.25” x 12.25” x 7” in 
expandable shoulder bag/
messenger with laptop protection 
$98  TM3533 

ART M
22.75” x 15” x 8.25” in 
medium travel tote
$84  TM2060 

KYOKO L
18.5” x 16” x 6” in
large shoulder bag 
$78  TM2004

KELSEY  
16.5” x 11.75” x 10” in 
north south tote
$98  TM2003

SUPERNANNY
17” x 12.25” x 6.5” in 
nursery bag with changing pad 
$108  TM3405

ADARA M
18.75” x 13.25” x 7” in 
medium tote with shoulder strap 
and removable strap
$88  TM4055

ADARA L
23.5” x 16.25” x 7.75” in 
large tote with shoulder strap  
and removable strap
$98  TM4143
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DIGISET
15” x 10.25” x 1.75” in 
$74.95  TM2045 

NEW



basic / backpacks 
back to school program 
holiday ‘10

RIDGE
12.25” x 16.75” x 7.5” in 
large backpack with  
laptop protection and  
padded shoulder straps 
$80  BP2004

SEOUL
13” x 17.75” x 7.25” in 
large backpack with  
laptop protection and  
padded shoulder straps 
$88  BP3020

FIREFLY L
10.25” x 13” x 7.25” in 
large backpack
$78  BP3366

HIKER
12.75” x 16.75” x 8” in 
large backpack
$98  BP2128

TILSA
10.25” x 13.5” x 7.25” in 
medium backpack with
padded shoulder straps
$64  BP2033

CHALLENGER II 
10.25” x 14.25” x 8.25” in 
medium backpack with
padded shoulder straps
and iPod backpack
$74  BP3761

LIPPA
12.25” x 15.25” x 8.75”
drawstring large backpack
$88  BP2148
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basic / soft luggage
holiday ‘10

SHERPA
15.75” x 11.25” x 8.25” in 
small travel bag with
removable shoulder strap
$98  SL3010 

AYATI
16” x 13” x 7.5” in 
medium travel tote 
with trolley sleeve and 
removable shoulder strap
$98  SL2126

ANATOMY M
26” x 10” x 13” in 
medium duffle with 
removable shoulder strap
$128   SL2063 

ANATOMY L
31” x 13” x 16.5” in 
large duffle with 
removable shoulder strap 
$148  SL3764

MURIGO M
21.25” x 13.75” x 12.5” in 
medium duffle with removable shoulder strap
and shoe compartment
$98  SL2128 
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basic / wheeled luggage
holiday ‘10

BRIXEN M
14.75” x 18.25” x 9.75” in
small medium trolley
$225  WL4736

NEW YORK
14” x 22” x 11.5” in 
medium expandable 
trolley/cabin size
$265  WL2409
  

LAS VEGAS
17” x 24” x 13” in 
large expandable trolley
$295  WL2408

PHOENIX
18” x 29” x 14” in 
extra large expandable trolley
$350  WL3540

ALCATRAZ II
16.25” x 18” x 8.5” in 
wheeled backpack with laptop 
protection and expandable  
shoulder strap 
$188  WL4734

SAUSALITO
13” x 18” x 8” in 
wheeled backpack  
$188  WL2403

MADISON
22” x 12” x 12” in 
medium wheeled duffle
$235  WL2309

CANYON
30” x 16” x 14” in 
large wheeled duffle
$265  WL2066
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IF
A collection that has evolved from fun imagination into fashion: attractive prints and distinctive trendy touches combined in a range of sporty-
chic styles make the IF collection unique and diverse, appealing to those who want to add their own dimension to daily life in a subtle but still  
expressive way. 
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if / accessories 
holiday ‘10

NEW MONEY
3.75” x 5” x 1” in 
medium wallet 
$34  AC3394

BROWNIE
7.5” x 3.75” x 1” in 
large wallet 
$38  AC3271

FREEDOM 
8.75” x 2.5” x 2.5” in 
pen case
$28  AC3364

CREATIVITY
7” x 4.25” x 1”in 
small purse
$32  AC3439

ALVAR XS
6.25” x 6.75” x 1.5” in 
small shoulder bag 
(crossbody) 
$50  HB3714

FAIRFAX M
12.25” x 8.5” x 5.75” in 
medium shoulder bag with 
removable shoulder strap 
$88  HB3583
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EL DORADO
6” x 7.75” x 0.75” in 
small shoulder bag
(crossbody) 
$48  AC3312 

CHALLENGER II
10.25” x 14.25” x 8.25” in 
medium backpack with 
padded shoulder straps
$84  BP3762

KYOKO L
18.5” x 16” x 6” in 
large shoulder bag 
$88  TM2002



CORE
The iconic heart of Kipling remains an unstoppable success. A casual & cool collection of universal individuality, which offers all the essentials for the 
way women live today. Basic is all about easy functionalitly, fashionable colors and sporty casual style.

REPLENISHMENT
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core replenishment / accessories 
holiday ‘10

NEW MONEY
3.75” x 5” x 1” in 
medium wallet 
$28  AC2399

BROWNIE
7.5” x 3.75” x 1” in 
large wallet 
$34  AC2378

PIXI
5.75” x 4.25” x 1.25” in 
medium wallet 
$34  AC3710 

FREEDOM 
8.75” x 2.5” x 2.5” in 
pen case
$24  AC2397

CREATIVITY
7” x 4.25” x 1” in 
small purse
$26  AC2084

DEMI
7” x 3.5” x 0.5” in 
medium wallet 
$34  AC2182

CLARE
4.75” x 3.25” x 1.25” in 
card holder 
$24  AC2899 

MULTIPLE
7.75” x 5” x 3” in 
waistbag convertible to 
shoulder bag 
$48  AC2491 
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NENNIE
7.5” x 4” x 1.5” in 
large wallet 
$44  AC3560

CIOSA
3.75” x 3” x 0.75” in 
small wallet 
$24  AC3559



TURN
5.25” x 3.75” x ” 2.75 in 
small crossbody 
$ 38  AC4160 

SVEN
2” x 5” x 1” in
monkey keychain
$9  AC2096

BABY MONKEY CLIP
2” x 5” x 1” in 
small sven and baby monkey 
keychain 
$9  AC3693

KASEY M
14.5” x 10” x 1” in 
13” - 15” laptop sleeve
$44.95  AC3743
 

KASEY L
16.75” x 11.25” x 1”in 
17” laptop sleeve
$44.95  AC3742

LYNNE
8” x 5” x 1.75”in 
wristlet
$54  AC3562

core replenishment / travel accessories 
holiday ‘10

PRACT
8.5” x 5.25” x 1” in 
travel pouch
$34  AC3499  
 

EL DORADO
6” x 7.75” x 0.75” in 
small shoulder bag
(crossbody) 
$44  AC2304

NEW TRAVEL
4.5” x 9” x 0.75” in 
travel organizer 
$34  AC3665 

PRESTO
11.25” x 6.5” x 1.25” in 
waistbag 
$54  AC3397

AGOT 
10.25” x 5.5” x 5.75” in 
toiletry bag
$48  AC4715
  

core replenishment / misc. accessories 
holiday’10
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FUNDI
13.5” x 4.75” x 3.75” in 
waistbag 
$48  AC2115
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FAIRFAX M
12.25” x 8.5” x 5.75” in 
medium shoulder bag  
with removable shoulder strap 
$78  HB3711

LANCELOT
9.5” x 11.25” x 3.75” in 
small flap bag
(crossbody)
$64  HB2029

core replenishment / handbags & shoulder bags
holiday ‘10

ALVAR XS
6.25” x 6.75” x 1.5” in 
small shoulder bag
(crossbody)
$40  HB3713

JARITA
15” x 8.25” x 7.75” in 
large shoulder bag 
$80  HB2898

ALVAR
13” x 10.25” x 1.75” in 
shoulder bag 
(crossbody)
$68  HB4061
 

DEFEA
13” x 9.5” x 7.5” in 
medium handbag with
removable shoulder strap 
$84  HB3170
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core replenishment / handbags & shoulder bags
holiday ‘10
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CANDY
8.75” x 7.5” x 4.75” in 
handbag with removable shoulder 
strap; convertible to backpack
$56  HB2113 

EUROPA
12.25” x 8.75” x 6.25” in 
medium shoulder bag 
(cross body) 
$80  HB3122

SUGAR S
10.25” x 6.75” x 6” in 
handbag with removable shoulder 
strap
$48  HB2384

ANAKA
15.25” x 13” x  5.25” in 
medium crossbody
$78  HB2086

MOLDE
16.75” x 13.75” x 6.75” in 
medium tote
$74  HB3715

NEW RITA
13” x 8.5” x 6.25” in 
medium shoulder bag
(crossbody)
$74  HB3265

KEFFE
8.75” x 7.75” x 5” in 
medium tote
$58  HB2915
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core replenishment / totes / messengers
holiday ‘10

MADHOUSE
14.5” x 11.75” x 4.25” in 
expandable shoulder bag/
messenger
$84  TM2133

HOVER
15.25” x 12.25” x 7” in 
expandable shoulder bag/
messenger with laptop protection 
$98  TM3533 

SUPERNANNY
17” x 12.25” x 6.5” in 
nursery bag with changing pad 
$108  TM3405

ADARA M
18.75” x 13.25” x 7” in 
medium tote with shoulder strap
and removable strap
$88  TM4055

ADARA L
23.5” x 16.25” x 7.75” in
large tote with shoulder strap
and removable strap 
$98  TM4143

  

ART M
22.75” x 15” x 8.25” in 
medium travel tote
$84  TM2060 

KYOKO L
18.5” x 16” x 6” in
large shoulder bag 
$78  TM2004
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core replenishment / backpacks
holiday ‘10

TILSA
10.25” x 13.5” x 7.25” in 
medium backpack with
padded shoulder straps
$64  BP2033

RIDGE
12.25” x 16.75” x 7.5” in 
large backpack with laptop 
protection and padded shoulder 
straps 
$80  BP2004

SEOUL
13” x 17.75” x 7.25” in 
large backpack with laptop 
protection and padded 
shoulder straps 
$88  BP3020

CHALLENGER II
10.25” x 14.25” x 8.25” in 
medium backpack with
padded shoulder straps
$74  BP3761

FIREFLY L
10.25” x 13” x 7.25”in 
large backpack
$78  BP3366

HIKER
12.75” x 16.75” x 8” in 
large backpack
$98   BP2128

  

SCOOP M
9” x 13.25” x 7” in 
medium backpack 
$58  BP2376

HONEYBEE
9.5” x 11.75” x 7.75” in 
medium backpack 
$68   BP2147

LIPPA
12.25” x 15.25” x 8.75” in 
drawstring large backpack 
$88   BP2148
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core replenishment / soft luggage
holiday ‘10

SHERPA
15.75” x 11.25” x 8.25” in 
small travel bag with
removable shoulder strap
$98  SL3010
 

AYATI
16” x 13” x 7.5” in 
medium travel tote 
with trolley sleeve and 
removable shoulder strap
$98  SL2126

ANATOMY M
26” x 10” x 13” in 
medium duffle with 
removable shoulder strap
$128   SL2063 

ANATOMY L
31” x 13” x 16.5” in 
large duffle with 
removable shoulder strap 
$148  SL3764

MURIGO M
21.25” x 13.75” x 12.5” in 
medium duffle with  
removable shoulder strap  
and shoe compartment 
$98  SL2128
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core replenishment / wheeled luggage
holiday ‘10

ALCATRAZ II
16.25” x 18” x 8.5” in 
wheeled backpack with 
laptop protection and 
expandable shoulder strap 
$188  WL4734

SAUSALITO
13” x 18” x 8” in 
wheeled backpack  
$188  WL2403

CEROC
16” x 13” x 7.5” in 
wheeled working bag with
laptop protection
$225  WL3763  

MADISON
22” x 12” x 12” in 
medium wheeled duffle
$235  WL2309

CANYON
30” x 16” x 14” in 
large wheeled duffle
$265  WL2066

BRIXEN M
14.75” x 18.25” x 9.75” in 
small medium trolley 
$225  WL4736

NEW YORK
14” x 22” x 11.5” in 
medium expandable 
trolley/cabin size
$265  WL2409
  

LAS VEGAS
17” x 24” x 13” in 
large expandable trolley
$295  WL2408

PHOENIX
18” x 29” x 14” in 
extra large expandable trolley
$350  WL3540
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G*RILLA GIRLZ
A young and funky collection for cool girls who adore mixing and matching styles to create their own look - constantly looking to buy accessories 
that make them feel unique. This diverse collection combines unique cool design with very accessible price points, making it an immediate global 
success with the distinctive, true Kipling look & feel.
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TWILA     
8” x 5” x 0.75” in    
small shoulder bag with  
removable shoulder strap  
(crossbody)     
$48  HB5094 (solid)
$58  HB5087 (print)  
                                                                                

DARANI       
14.5” x 14.75” x 6.25” in    
large tote      
$88  HB5104 (solid)       
      

GIDGET
10.75” x 11.25” x 4.25” in 
medium crossbody 
$68  HB2058 (solid)
$78  HB2087 (print)  

NENCIA
9” x 12.75” x 5.25” in 
hobo that converts  
into a backapck
$68  HB2918 (solid) 

g*rilla girlz
holiday ’10

KASUGA     
15.75” x 10.25” x 5” in   
large shoulder bag     
$88  HB2906 (solid)      
   

G*RILLA GIRLZ

PERIWINK (091) BLACK (001) SPROUTY (918)
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CREATIVITY S
5.75” x 3.75” x 1” in
small purse
$24  AC3676 (solid)
$28  AC3762 (print)

KELI     
15.25” x 6” x 3.5” in    
waist pack     
$54  AC2107    
                                                                                

MICKEY GG
4.75” x 3.25” x 1” in
small wallet
$34  AC3388 (solid)
$38  AC2906 (print)

NEW

HARAJUKU 
12” x 7” x 5” in
medium shoulder bag   
$68  HB3372 (solid)
$78  HB4048 (print)



CITY
This smart, feminine casual collection has a wide appeal and offers modern, creative & easy-going styles for every moment in her daily life. Being 
the third best selling Kipling collection, this range has proven its success. This season we offer appealing casual  styles and attractive colors; with  
its linen fabric it creates a functional & timeless collection.
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NEW DEWI
11.5” x  5.75” x 1.5” in 
waist bag 
$68  HB4006 (nylon)
$78  HB2933 (beany) 

BRITTANY 
6” x  7.5” x 2.5” in 
small crossbody / belt bag
$68 HB2923 
$78 HB2924 (beany) 

CICILIA
9.5” x 11” x 4.25” in 
drawstring
$88 HB2926
$98 HB2821 (foil) 

CELINA
12.25” x 8.25” x 4.75” in 
medium handbag with  
removable shoulder strap
$98 HB5109 (solid)

     

city 
holiday ’10

CITY
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DINA
14” x  9” x 5.25” in 
medium satchel 
$118  HB2062 (nylon)
$128  HB2929 (beany)

BERNICE
18.5” x 11.5” x 6.75” in 
hobo
$128 HB2921

KYLE
18.5” x  10.5” x 8.25” in
medium tote
$138  TM2845 (nylon)
$148  TM2462 (beany)

NOLA 2
15.25” x  14.25” x 4.5” in 
large shoulder bag 
$148  HB2174 (nylon)
$158  HB2102 (foil)
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kipling-usa.com




